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Enterprise Data Center Design and  Methodology is a practical guide to desinging a data center from  inception through construction. The fundamental design principles take a simple,  flexible, and modular approach based on accurate, real world requirements and  capacities. This approach contradicts the conventional (but totally inadequate)  method of using square footage to determine basic capacieis like power and  cooling requirements

In addition to providing sound design advice, the BluePrint  provides information about a wide range of topics including capacity sizing,  site selection, data center environmental considerations, network  infrastructures, building code and construction considerations, and hazard  avoidance. If you are building a new data center, are retrofitting an existing  one, or are working in a data center and simply want a better understanding of  these complex environments, you will find this book to be a valuable  resource.
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Computer Science Reconsidered: The Invocation Model of Process ExpressionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Consider the possibility that a modern twenty-fi rst century intellectual discipline might be in a phase of development similar to medieval science resting on conceptual foundations that impede and mislead rather than enable and enlighten. Consider further that this crippled intellectual discipline underlies the most spectacular technological...
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BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting (The Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The first in a two-book series about Business Intelligence and Reporting Technology, BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting introduces reporting to a broad base of users. Built on the Eclipse platform, this exciting technology makes it possible for programmers and non-programmers to build and deploy complex reports with...
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Samsung Galaxy S7 For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/tech))For Dummies, 2016

	Your fun and accessible user's guide to the Samsung Galaxy S 7
	
		Technology alone can be intimidating, and the printed documentation and online support that come with a new smartphone can be just as baffling. Thankfully, Samsung Galaxy S 7 For Dummies is here to give you easy-to-follow guidance on all the features...
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Digital Control in Power Electronics (Synthesis Lectures on Power Electronics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006

	This book presents the reader, whether an electrical engineering student in power electronics or a design engineer, some typical power converter control problems and their basic digital solutions, based on the most widespread digital control techniques. The presentation is focused on different applications of the same power converter...
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Design, Launch, and Scale IoT Services: A Practical Business ApproachApress, 2018

	
		
			The Internet of Things is causing major industry disruption, so companies need to plan and manage their “IoT journey” to maximize all business opportunities. In this book companies can learn how to successfully create, launch and manage Internet of Things services. 
		


		
			It takes the reader...
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Using Galaxy Tab: An Android TabletApress, 2014

	Learn to use your Galaxy Tab with ease, no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point... Using Galaxy Tab is the essential guide to getting around Samsung's flagship and best selling Android-based tablet and e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Tab and registering; navigating around the interface and what all...
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